
Wheat Bread, Fruit or Cheese  

Megan Piphus Peace  

 

Verse 1  

 

SCARCITY CAT  

It’s lunchtime  

(Oh yea!)  

Let’s go through these aisles!  

(Ah yea!)  

 

(Cat scream) 

 

A pair of rats are hungry  

And want some food to eat (we do!)  

They need to buy their groceries  

To make a tasty treat (yum, yum!)  

 

The rats run through the aisles (wild!)  

And pick all that makes them smile (that’s nice!)  

The rats shop for a while (all night!)  

And end up with a giant pile (that’s right!) 

 

 The rats seem to want everything  

That their hands can reach (we do!)  

Apples, bread and pudding  

Carrots, jam and cheese (yum, yum!)  

 

They see, they want, they grab (fast!)  



But how much can they have  

Their wants are jumbo stacks  

And their cash is a little stash (so sad)  

 

They want everything that they see  

Their wants are as endless as the sea  

They want so much more than they need  

The rats need to leave with just one thing to eat  

 

Chorus 

 

 MEGAN & SCARCITY CAT  

Orange, cookies, chips and rice  

Would all be nice  

But choosing all that meets your eyes  

Is too much for your appetite  

 

The store is filled with tasty  

Meals and sweets  

And with its plenty  

It must serve so many  

The rats are very hungry 

 They must choose only their needs  

 

MEGAN 

The rats don’t have enough money  

To buy everything that they see 

Rats, pick your options wisely 

Narrow down to three 



 

SCARCITY CAT 

You can pick from these 

Wheat bread, fruit or cheese 

Pick one food to eat 

Just one lunch is all you need 

 

RAT 1 

The honey wheat looks scrumptious 

And freshly baked for me 

But fruit is so delicious 

Healthy, light and free 

 

RAT 2 

Us, rats, we love our cheese 

But we really want all three 

Wheat bread, fruit and cheese 

We want them all between our teeth! 

 

SCARCITY CAT 

They want everything that they see 

Their wants are as endless as the sea 

They want so much more than they need 

The rats need to leave with just one thing to eat 

 

Chorus 2 

 

MEGAN & SCARCITY CAT 

Wheat bread, fresh fruit or cheese 



Only one is what you need 

Choosing all that meets your eyes 

Is too much for your appetite 

 

The store is filled with tasty 

Meals and sweets 

And with its plenty  

It must serve so many 

The rats are very hungry 

They must choose only their needs 

 

Bridge 

 

MEGAN & SCARCITY CAT 

So what will it be? 

 

RATS 

We want cheese 

 

MEGAN & SCARCITY CAT 

Is that what you need? 

 

RATS 

Guaranteed! 

 

MEGAN & SCARCITY CAT 

What is the cost? 

 

RATS  



It cost two bucks! 

 

MEGAN & SCARCITY CAT 

What is the cost?! 

 

RATS 

We said two bucks! 

 

SCARCITY CAT (x2) 

The cheese costs more than money 

It costs the next best thing 

The fruit was your second option 

So the cost is what you lost 

 

MEGAN & SCARCITY CAT 

Wheat bread, fresh fruit or cheese 

Only one is what you need 

Choosing all that meets your eyes 

Is too much for your appetite 

 

The grocery store is filled with tasty 

Meals and sweets 

And with its plenty  

It must serve so many 

The rats are very hungry 

They must choose only their needs 

 


